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Re-making the Learning Experience: 
Achieving from a Learning Culture 
Tan Kok Siang 

Introduction 

There is a familiar quotation that says "Give a 
man a fish, he eats for a day. Teach him to fish, 
he eats for a life time." Having spent a good 
part of my life as a student, and an equally 
good part of it as an industrial chemist, then a 
teacher and now a teacher educator, I have 
come to a point where I begin to see the subtle 
meaning this quotation has to me at various 

stages of my studies and work. 

Reflecting on the Years of Studies 
and Work 

In the early years of post-independence 

Singapore, the learning experience I had was a 
very endearing teacher-to-student 

dissemination of knowledge and skills. I would 
not have done much without having my teacher 
instructing and providing all the necessities in 
my learning experience in school. However, 
those were the survival-driven years of 1960s 
and 1970s. In the teenage and youthful years of 
the 1980s, learning became more exciting as 

·we heard about terms and acronyms that 
sounded rather foreign to the ears - it was an 
era of Regionalisation and Multi-National 
Corporations (or MNCs). The mid-1980s were 
the recession years and being a fresh graduate, 
we were told, as it is today, that we must not be 
choosy with jobs, to land ourselves on a job first 
and then to work ourselves up to a better job 
later. This advice I took religiously, first getting a 
sales job and later "selling" myself into a 

laboratory job as a Chemist in a large foreign 
MNC. The 1990s put me at the other end of the 
classroom after I left the laboratory in exchange 
for a "lower paying" teaching job in a 
neighbourhood school. I soon discovered 
teaching was never to be a "lower paying" job in 
terms of both learning experiences and 

remunerations. The Education Service began a 
series of major revamps, including upgrading of 
the employment terms and benefits, but what 
won me over were the ample on-the-job 
learning experiences both inside and outside 
the school. Teaching has become a "higher 
paying" job to me in the forms of lifekmg 
learning experiences as a practicing teacher. 

As I continue to discover, I began to make 
sense of the learning experiences I had in my 
earlier years as a student and as a Chemist. I 
found that these experiences could be very 
effectively put to use in my current learning 
ventures. Thanks to both my teachers and 
supervisors. However, I also realized that my 
professional achievement was not the result of 
my desire to achieve. Rather, it was through a 
personal effort to distil from the highly 
competitive learning environments, in the years 
as a student and as a worker, the values and 
skill sets I can put to good use later. I believe I 
have become a lifelong learner. 

Going back to that saying, I have to admit that 

in the beginning I was very fortunate to have 
been fed fishes as a daily staple. I was indeed 
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very well fed. Fortunately, or 

unfortunately, I was thrown into 
some rough patches in the later 
years of my studies and in the early 
years of my work life. It was 
through the difficulties, like failing 
to get into a choice course of study, 
receiving letters of job rejections, 
weathering the demands of work in 
the classroom, attending to 
students' learning needs, parents' 
expectations and meeting the 
professional requirements of being a good 
classroom teacher that I was taught the skills to 
survive in the various unpredictable work 
environments. Now, it is a daily ritual to fish for 
opportunities to learn. I learn from everyone 
around me, from any situation that arises, and 

from both good and bad experiences. With so 
much to learn, what have I achieved then? 
What do all these learning mean to a mid
career teacher in his mid-forties? 

Making Sense of My Learning 
Experiences 

Having come this far, from a student, to a 

teacher and now a teacher educator, one would 
have projected this line of progress upwards, 
expecting me to retire in glory and comfort a 
decade or so later. It has been three and a half 
years of partnering hundreds of beginning 
teachers in their professional training at the 
National Institute of Education. There is the 

slightest doubt that all my experiences - be 
these acquired from years of studies or work
have at one time or another been tapped upon 
as "fuel" or "ammunition" to propel the training 
opportunities I provide my trainees. It is still a 
relatively early stage in my present job as a 
teacher educator and I still have much to learn 
from everyone around. However, I do not 
subscribe to the projection of an upward trend 
in my professional pursuit. To me, I see it as a 
full circle in my professional duties to pass on 
what I have learnt and experienced to the 
younger teachers, in the hope that they will pick 
up the tips and traps from my real-life 
encounters, and use these to mould their own 
learning opportunities. Achievement has always 

been important to me, but it has never taken the 
top spot in my list of priorities in life. I had never 
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work hard hoping for a promotion or 
an increment in pay. I had never 
hope to win an award or wish for a 
reward of any kind. To me, given an 
opportunity to learn is by itself a 
very intrinsic reward and by itself, 
just as valuable an extrinsic reward. 

I could always use that learning 
opportunity to generate more 
meaningful outcomes for my 
students and myself at a later stage. 

One very frequently asked question by 
beginning teachers is "How do we teach so that 
students can excel?" We cannot fault the 
teacher for asking. Excellence, value
addedness and quality are often words that one 
would hear at school functions and speeches. 

What I would like to ask the teacher is "Which 
should come first for a student: Passion to 
Learn or Desire to Excel?" Although I do not 
have a track record of an excellent achiever in 
any area, I do have a very strong passion to 
learn. In most, if not all, cases, I have been able 
to achieve some degree of "excellence" at my 

own pace, but in all cases, I have never failed to 
be excited about learning from the experience, 
be it a happy one or a crisis of sorts. As an 
analogy, one can aspire to reach the top of a 
mountain, to enjoy the fresh air and the view up 
there. To reach the top would call for more than 
just aspiration. One would need determination . 
and willingness to sacrifice the comfort one is 
so used to. Even with these values, one may 

succumb to the environment, to unexpected 
accidents or illness and thus fail to reach the 
top. Is there no achievement in such cases? 
Alternatively, one can reach the top by being 
manually ferried up on horseback or by 
machines, like being on a helicopter. How much 
learning takes place in the second scenario and 
how different are the learning experiences 
compared to those experienced through 
someone's pursuit up the mountain's sides and 
reaching the summit on all fours? 

Re-making Students' Learning 
Experiences 

It would of course be too much to ask that 

students be made to go through crises just to 
experience the real world order. However, the 



learner's culture in society 
has far been over taken by 
the achiever's culture. If one 
learns only for the sake of 
excelling, of winning an 
award or gaining recognition 
or advantages for oneself, 
society may not have a very 
good base of endeavouring 
learners committed to the 
good of all. It is not about killing competition, it is 
about encouraging healthy competition by 
nurturing the love to learn among our students. 
Students should learn not just in anticipation of 
success, but also in preparation for the failures, 
expected or unexpected. So why has the 
achiever's culture grown so big in size? 

The global landscape is changing all the time 
and competitions hot up every so often. 
Students can . work hard to achieve the 
tangibles (like results and scholarships) but 
they may also fail to appreciate the intangibles 
(like the happiness to see fellow citizens 
leaving in harmony and in peace). It may sound 
unrealistic that students may end up having 
such "cold attitudes", but only if one takes 
another look at it, this scenario is not so 
unrealistic after all. The thirst for excellence 
pushes the able higher up the rungs of the 
ladder. Having a good view up there means 
they have more exposure to "greener" pastures 
not available to those at the lower rungs. If 
expectations run high in them, some may even 
jump off and land themselves in the "greener" 
pastures elsewhere. Those lower down have 
very slim chances to go up. If they are not 
given alternatives - not just second chances -
to show their worth, they may just give up the 
ladder altogether and walk or crawl around. 
Some may end up in the "greener pastures" 
too, and given their adverse disposition, they 
may not want to stay on with their original herd. 
This scenario leaves only the middle group 
hanging in mid air, not knowing if they can 
make it to the top and at the same time fearing 
they may slip to the bottom. 

There is nothing wrong with an achiever's 
culture, but would it not be better if this culture 
is supported by the real passion to learn and 
serve others? In a learner's culture, everyone 

is an achiever. Everyone 
learns about their own 
strengths and weaknesses. 
Their strengths are 
capitalized to benefit the 
mass, and weaknesses are 
also well looked after by the 
mass. It may sound 
idealistic or even 
communalistic. However, if 

one recalls the story of how in a heavenly place 
where people can only drink soup from a large 
bowl by holding the ends of spoons with long 
handles, one would realize the benefits of 
feeding each other rather than trying to feed 
oneself. Can a learner's culture be realized? 

There is no fast track to re-making our 
students' learning experiences. The achiever's 
culture was built from a hectic and competitive 
survival-driven environment. This desire to 
achieve excellence was developed over many 
years. It may have served us well in those 
circumstances then, but now, it may be time for 
a re-think. To remove totally competition and a 
sense to achieve is na'lve. It is i(Tlportant to 
aspire to achieve but to put it before the 
passion to learn , that would be difficult. 
However, it is not impossible. The key lies in 
how we cultivate the students' learning passion 
through daily classroom rituals and messages 
of shared concern. Hopefully, the thirst for 
knowledge will be created and with wisdom, 
the students may then be put on a track of 
committed learning and sharing. 

Some Suggestions 

There are already many existing avenues 
which teachers can focus on to help students 
catch the habit of learning. It is an ability-driven 
system that all students and teachers are being 
told about. Let us make some concrete sense 
from this concept about ability-driven 
education. It is not just about excellence in 
what we do best, it is about serving others with 
what we can do best. It is heartening to read 
some very good examples of how the ability
driven education system is showing up its true 
self - like a junior college selecting students for 
their integrated programme not solely by 
academic. There was also the flexibility of 
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allowing Normal Academic stream students to 

study in the sports school. These are some of 

the inspiring indications of a maturing learner
centred society. 

Some suggestions on the general strategies 
teachers can use to help students include 

applications of reflective learning strategies, 

fostering the entrepreneurial learning spirit and 

engaging students in learning about real world 

problems. Reflection is a very established 

aspect in learning. A reflective learner is able to 

generate ideas and then to prioritize them. They 
then relate these ideas to their learning needs 

and then create the opportunities for 
themselves. As for the entrepreneurial learning 

opportunities, these are far more important than 

the isolated entrepreneurial projects schools 

do. In entrepreneurial learning, students are 

consistently exposed to learning opportunities 
that require them to take calculated risk in 

everyday learning (not just in some extra
curricular projects). Students are also frequently 
tasked to generate and seek opportunities and 

alternative ideas within the curriculum. When 

these entrepreneurial learning become second 

nature to students' learning experiences in 

school, all that is left are the real opportunities 
out in the world where the students graduate 

into. Service learning and small-scale problem 
based learning may also be included in very 

modest scales to allow students to sample what 

they may expect to experience when they 

graduate into society. There would then be a 

sustainable emergence of true entrepreneurs in 

our society. 

Specifically, I would encourage schools to start 

building up a life long learning culture by 
focusing on the ability of the individual student to 

produce and document something out of her or 
his passion at school. After six years in primary 

school, the student should have a collection of 

work or evidences of performances either in 

academic or non-academic areas. These should 
be captured in a school-supported portfolio 

system. With their respective subject and form 
teachers, each student-can keep one or two of 
her or his best pieces of work in the portfolio, 

complete with the student's reflection and the 

teacher's comments and encouragement. The 

portfolio will be issued to the students at the end 
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of the year, together with the child's report book. 

At secondary school, the student can continue 
with the same portfolio and may even be take it 

through their junior college, polytechnic or 
university education. It is a real and valuable 

collection of the student's sustained interest, 
passion and talent developed during the school 

years. It is also an alternative assessment 

evidence when the students apply to study at 

some tertiary or professional institutions. In fact, 

it may even come through as the ultimate piece 

of evidence of the person's life long passion and 
ability when she or he enters the work world. 

Conclusion 

In reflecting upon my own experiences as a 

student and a worker, I conclude that I have 

been fortunate to survive happily, like most of 

my peers, through the past four decades of 

uncertainties and change. This is no mean feat 
as many counterparts in my age group residing 
in other parts of the world may not have shared 
my fortune. However, this does not mean that 

the same fortune I had would be shared by the 

younger generations. Their future is in their own 

hands now. What we as teachers should do 

least, is to dictate where they should go and 

what they should do. What we should do most, 
is to create an environment conducive to their 
learning and discovery of their passion, their 

talent and their commitment. It is only when tbe 

thirst of knowledge and skills exist in their 

mental throat that they will strive to learn and 

discover. Students should also be taught to 

humbly contribute to society, which had helped 
them achieve. Nothing beats the surprises 

when they discover they actually can achieve 
much through their passion to learn. Not even 

the moment when the child achieves excellent 
examination results through stressful mugging 

and anxious moments of wondering if they 

would eventually meet the expectations of 

society. That is not really a moment of joy, but a 

moment of relief from an experience in life best 

forgotten. 

rf%' Tan Kok Siang is a lecturer at the Science and 
Technology Education Academic Group, National 
Institute of Education (NIE/NTU). 
Email: kstan@nie.edu.sg. 
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